Axxess Home Care software has built-in emergency preparedness and infection control features that empower care anytime, anywhere. Organizations can streamline operations through easy-to-use communication tools, emergency management compliance features, mobile connectivity and reporting that empowers caregivers to work efficiently. Axxess streamlines your workflow to help make care easier.

Key Features to Streamline Operations:

» INDUSTRY NEWS AND UPDATES ON THE DASHBOARD

» SECURE MESSAGING ENABLES EFFICIENT TEAM COMMUNICATION
  • Collaborate with your teams securely and in real time
  • Communicate important updates instantly
» POINT OF CARE ACCESSIBILITY WITH 100% UPTIME

- Mobile offline capabilities
- Built-in Electronic Visit Verification (EVV)
- Point of care documentation
- Real-time access to client charts

Key Features to Maintain Compliance and Improve Patient Care:

» EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS INFORMATION

- Ability to assign and update emergency triage level through the Information tab in the client chart
- Templates for special programs to enable agencies to create COVID-19 Emergency Preparedness Plans
- COVID-19 Teaching Guide templates provide education and best practices to caregivers and clients

» INFECTION IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING

- Infection logs are available within clinical documentation
- Infections can be tracked and trended by date range for the agency
INFECTIOUS DISEASE PROFILE AND SCREENING TOOLS

- Quickly view Infectious Disease Profiles for both clients and caregivers
- Easily assess infectious disease risks prior to providing care to vulnerable clients
- COVID-19 Screening tool follows health officials’ recommendations to determine potential risk of infection

GUIDANCE IN THE CLIENT PROFILE

- Links are integrated throughout the client chart to provide guidance on diagnosis coding and emergency preparedness planning from the CDC
CLIENT MATCHING AND SCHEDULING

- Streamline scheduling for efficient operations during EMP with both tag feature and matching criteria

CUSTOMIZED CARE PLANS

- Custom care plans and notes enable agencies to build specialty program care plans to prepare clients for the pandemic
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS REPORTS

- Quickly and easily manage Emergency Preparedness planning information
- Compliantly operate and deliver high-quality care to those most in need during an emergency

MOBILE RESOURCES

- Empower caregivers with access to COVID-19 updates and resources right in the palm of their hands